G.B. - 188'l Penny Lilac - The Stamp
Oriqins
A lot of effort was put into the 1879 and 1880 tenders to replace the line engraved 1l2dto2d
stamps with new surface printed stamps. Despite this effort the Post Office authorities were not
satisfied that cancellations could not be removed from the new stamps, particularly from the
high usage 1d stamp.

A clause in the 1881 Customs and lnland Revenue Act allowed one penny stamp duties to use
postage stamps and vice versa. De La Rue were keen to consolidate their printing of the 1d
postage stamp and 1d revenue stamps. Thiswas an opportunity. All parties agreed this could
be done. The result was the penny lilac stamp which was produced in just under three months.
Remarkable!

There was a snagl The first die lettering was considered too small and the ink not as doubly
fugitive as preferred. Nevertheless, printing commenced and issue occurred in July 1881. A
new second die was produced and stamps from this issued in December 1881.

The humble penny lilac was the most successful individual British stamp in the Victorian era if
not in all eras. lt is said that 33 billion stamps were produced for various uses in the almost
twenty yearS Of itS life.(wiseman De La Rue years votl

p21t)

Exhibit

The exhibit looks at the origin and aspects of the production of the penny lilac stamp. The
exhibit includes:-

Two 1d lnland Revenue colourtrials illustrate the possibility of the penny lilac design originating
from these stamps.
The two dies - the lettering on the first die, Die l, can clearly be seen to be improved on Die ll.
The difference of the corner pearls usually used to differentiate the two dies is not so evident.
Die I stamps - imprimaturs, inks and colours, inverted watermarks, specimens and blocks.
Die ll stamps - a colour trial, several plate proofs and some imprimaturs with a postal used
example.
A pane of 120 stamps from a mill sheet of 480 stamps illustrates paper, printing and watermark
placement.
The haphazard use of specimen overprints to invalidate surplus sheets illustrated by a large
block in a bluish shade.
Three unique die proofs from the Striking Books from the De La Rue archives.
Some further colour trials and a major frame break, some printing and perforation errors, a used
imperforate stamp, a 'cancelled' stamp and a perfin SDC.
A selection of the De La Rue control letters including the O over N control.
Pears Soap and OUS underprints and a stamp thought to be from an 1884 Stamp Committee
presentation book.
Items showing the protection of the printing plate edges, A block of specimens.
An official reproduction in the issued ink but not from eitlrer of the dies. lt may have been for
stamp albums.
References: Wiseman The De La Rue years 1878 - 1910 Vol 1; Stanley Gibbons Queen Victoria Vol 1;various GB Journal
articles and auction catalogues and some specialist GB dealers; RAG t-ee Penny Lilac parts 1 & 2
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The One Penny Lilac Design
The one penny lilac was probably the most successful British stamp ever produced. There
were 33 billion stamps produced in its 20 year life. lt was produced from concept to end
production in only about three months, an incredible short time.
Once the decision was taken to have a unified stamp for postage and revenue and to use
doubly fugitive ink, there was no need for colour trials as only one type of ink would fit the bill.
The design owes more to the lnland Revenue stamps of the time that any existing postage
stamp. Lilac stamps came about completely ignored the UPU recommendations of a red
penny stamp.
lnland Revenue Design Relationship

Two lnland Revenue colour trials. These were possibly produced as trials
involving the 1879i 1880 tender. The design similarity to the penny lilac is clear.

Two dies existforthe penny lilac. lt was considered that Die I inscription was too cramped. The
difference between the two dies can clearly be seen.
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die proof only 8 plates were produced from this die.

22
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84

Die ll, A later die proof initialled NG. 129 plates were put to press from this die.
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Die I Stamps With Fourteen Dots ln The Corner

Die I Stamps were first issued on July 12'n 1881 . Only 8 plates were produced.
lmprimaturs
These are stamps cut from the registration sheet of new plates.
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lllustration of

corner dots

Unknown Plate

it is probably printed
ink

lnks

il

from

950 a reddish shade.

Only two inks were used for Die I printings. 950 a reddish shade and 951 a bluish shade.

An interesting
shade

I

A definite

reddish shade

Gibbons does not list a reddish shade. Wiseman is definite of this shade from ink 950. Experts
seem to think this colouration is caused by atmospheric conditions over time. This is
somewhat contentious, to many collectors.

Used copy with
inverted watermark.
These are quite
scarce.

Bluish lilac with
Specimen
overprint.
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Bottom marginal block of six

overprint
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Die ll Stamps With Sixteen Dots ln The Corner
Die ll stamps were first issued on December 13'n 1881 . 129 plates were put to press in the
twenty years this stamp was in production. This stamp was very important in social and
business communications. lt was used from war zones, overprinted in British Protectorates
and for various official uses. lt was used for some of the trials for the Stamp Committee work. lt
saw a number of changes by printer De La Rue. During its long life there were numerous major
varieties that have come onto the market. There was even a venture into commercial
advertising. lt is a pity it has been so little studied.
lllustration
of corner dots.
Colour Trial

I

lmperforate slate-blue on white
paper, Watermark and gummed

lmprimaturs

l-

Zo.t-t+

39 2010211884

From an unknown plate

Plate

in pale shade.

Current No.685.

Scarce postaluse of an
imprimatur.
Charing Cross May 25* 1886
RPS cert 202733 31612009

Plate Proofs
These are in fact trials done by the printer in advance of a printing run.

Plate proof, lilac on buff paper. Right marginal block.

Lilac on green

Lilac on buff Continuous rule with cut

Lilac on buff

l+

Specimen Stamps from Die ll
Specimen overprints were used for sending to authorities such as U.P.U. and for Postmasters'
Notices. However it is thought this was also to invalidate sheets left over after the corhpletion of
awarrant.
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center marginal block of 49 stamps in a bluish lilac shade overprinted "specimen" Type g
That Perforation was by comb perforator can clearly be seen.
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Die Proofs from the De la Rue Archives

The three items below are from printer's Strike Books. These Striking Book pieces would have
b-een stuck into a'Day-book", which would have held each day's printing details. Alongside in

the book was a cut down die proof of the original die that the various printing plates involved
were made from.
ln the 1970's these "day-books" were sold by Robson Lowe when De La Rue sold off their
archives. These items are individually unique.

Die proof Nov. 5'n 1883 to Feb. 18* 1884
This period covers plate 41 to plate 52

Die proof July 16* to Oct. 26* 1885
This period covers plates 53 to plate 64

Die proof Feb.22"o to March 16'n 1887
This Period covers plate 65 to plate 72
ln this period plates 70 and 71 were faulty

a

Some Unusual Penny Lilacs

Colour trials
Colour trials on coloured paper were taken for the Stamp Committee. Very few exist. These were on
crown watermark paper perf 14.

Mint with full gum

Never gummed with
trial "Ayr" cancellation

lmoerforate used
One penny Die ll mauve imperforate top marginal example used on small piece with December
1898. c.d.s.

22"0

It is reported that imperforate stamps appeared at Southampton,

lpswich and Hammersmith (1898). The latter is where this stamp
probably originated. (BpACert e0,s05)
Cancelled

There is some ambiguity of the origin of "Cancelled" overprints. They are probably colour standards,
when instead of these being overprinted "specimen", for a short period they were overprinted
"cancelled". Whatever the reason these overprints are very scarce.

@

Cancelled type 14

Stamp Distribution (Parent) Company SDC.

ln 1890 the Stamp Distribution Syndicate got permission to sell penny lilac stamps in a small memo
book from vending machines. The earliest booklet! They went into liquidation in 1892. Using an
improved vending machine the Stamp Distribution (Parent) Co. started trading in 1892. The penny lilac
stamp has a perfin "SDC".

A used stamp perfin SDC.

g.

Die ll Stamps

- Printing Problems

Printed on both sides / offset

t

These faults were usually produced by one sheet of stamps being placed on top of
another sheet with wet ink. Plain paper interlacing was supposed to be used. Missing
or folded interlacing could give these effects.
Damage to Plates
With so many stamps being produced, said to be 33 billion, from 129 plates, there were
numerous printing errors.

Printing flaw on
stamp with'T'
Control. 'P'of
Penny damaged

Damage to'O'Control

A strip of three stamps showing an
inverted'X' Control. There is damage
to the 'N' of 'One' on r.h. stamp

A vertical pair, the

lower stamp
has the variety Tail
on 'P'of Penny

Very damaged marginal rule Control

W

Die ll Stamos - Printing Problems
Printed on gummed side.

Printed in error on gummed side, with inverted watermark.
Paper folds
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lf any folded paper was printed and then perforated the area affected was usually quite odd.
Both these printing errors were produced in the marginal rule period.
Major Frame Break

Frame break at bottom R 112 upper plate pane.
MajOr variet! (Royal certific ate 42 417 )
1

Perforation error

It appears a horizontal comb perforator with single pin extension at left was
struck badly out of line with teeth upward at bottom of pair shown. A second
strike, slightly more out of line to left was the next strike near top of the
paper. A further point of interest is the unusually wide distance of the
marginal rulefrom the stamp.

Control Letters
ln 1884 De la Rue requested that they be allowed to print a letter on the selvedge below the
eleventh stamp on the bottom row. Letters ran from A to X and were changed irregularly twice
qer year. Marginal rule was introduced around the G period on Plate 65 and 66 in early 1887.
This protected the plate. The reason the printer required control letters is not clear.
O over N Control

It appears an old N plate was taken from stock and used
during the O period. lt seems clear now that printed
sheets were overprinted, correcting the error. Royal certiricat e n5224

Controls

-..

B an early control Period
Julyto December 1884

F control Period September
1880 to January 1887

lnverted control X with marginal rule

Controls from G onwards all showed the
marginal rule plate sunound.

Control Letters continued
Control letters continued through the life of the Penny Lilac. Below are shown exannples from
Control M July 1900 to Control X produced from May 1890 to somewhat after January 1902.
Marginal rule can be seen on all printingsfrom 1887.
Depending upon the perforating machines selvedge can be perforated or imperforate.

ffi
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Committee Book. Advertising and Security

Committee Book
Presentation Books were made forthe 1884 Stamp Committee. These books were completed in 1gg6.

A penny lilac mounted on thick card said to be from the Stamp Committee Book
"Pears Soap" Advertisement
Thomas J Barrett was an advertising genius. One clever concept was to persuade the Government
in 1881 to print a Pears Soap advertisement on the back of penny lilac stamps. This was the first
advertisement on stamps."Pears Soap" was printed in three colours blue, orange and mauve.

O.U.S. Underprints
ln the early days of poslage
_stamps the Post Office could repurchase mint stamps. For their security the
Oxford Union Society O.U.S. had from 1858 unofficially overprinted their stamps. From 1870 stamps
were officially underprinted underthe gum and from 1880 this was done unofficially overthe gum.

ht"" C^*t,*u
Qrr.'"1v1/1*4t\.

{*/*

J r^r-"t'"'**r*
An enlarged copy of an
unofficial O.U.S. underprint.
This reads downwards.

A penny lilac on an envelope sent from Oxford on December 4* 1881
which has an unofficial o.u.s. underprint.The underprint reads upwards.
)r
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Marginalrules
There is a stamp sized gutter between the top and the bottom panes on sheets of penrny lilac
stamps. A marginal rule was introduced in 1887 to protect the edges of the pane (commonly
called Jubilee lines as 1887 was the Queen's Jubilee).

Trial for marginal rule in 1887
Blank printing on gummed
but unwatermarked paper.

lmprimatur. Rare corner
example with marginal rule

Marginal rulbs either side of top
and bottom showing stamp
sized gutter.panes

Plate 133 put to press on Nov 1900 was the first to
have a ladder in the gutter for extra pane strength.

l5

Printing of Die ll commenced with ink 951 on December 13'n 1881. This ink was changed to ink 952 in
January 1883 and then to ink 2078 in early 1887. This ink had a number of shades.
Marginal rule was introduced on Plate 65 and 66 in 1887. A number of different comb perforation
machines were used.

Block of four inverted watermark

Block of six with marginai rule. There are no extension holes on the perforation.
It appears this was an experimental use of type C perforator in 1887.
Reproduction

This is said to be an official reproduction using official ink. lt is not from either of the
Dies. lt may have been for use in stamp albums.
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